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cogsug 

 

it is absurd the flapjacks they lay waste to 

and cataloguing them in the national archives 

 

international protocols even 

sod it 

 



  

whimbang 

 

here is the alternative I say this coined a phrase 

phrased out just going through a phrase 

it doesn’t phrase me in the least 



 

thousands wouldn’t 

 

they’d shake a leg first right at it 

looky here 

look at ‘em 

they legs shakin’ 

shakin’ at it 

for so long legs and all 

fly off and away 

fly away legs come back some day 

right where you left off 

 



  

Antipodes 

 

what goes down comes up there what 

so I’m told 

they do all things quite backwards ere but 

new is old 

the odd litteratoosie keeps her lair shut 

men are bold 

no-one reads there all are unaware cut 

from the fold 



  

non sequitur 

 

the new season in the fashion world 

bad hair wretched buildings and this 

the answer that does not follow 

usually capped with an inscrutable fiat 

six months of torture selon Wilde 

 

 

 

 

 



  

wigwams 

 

it is these strange devices the heliograph the Gatling gun 

have outdone us 

yet we are famous for the cruelty of our ways 

no this is not a silly paradox the rhymester’s ruin 

but a plain statement of the facts 

the hot brand is a sore point with some 

also the wet leather garrote and the exquisite torture with a branch of living leaves 

that raise welts for this the widow grieves 

and lifts a taunt among the hills that fire and mayhem cannot burn 

but in the ashes tears are pearls the women gather 

and that is the poeticism you were seeking 

 



  

ragtag 

 

it sells papers 

if you come by it honestly 

and so the literary wonders of the so-called Review of Books 

enliven fame with this or that canine author 

a whipped cur our man bites 



 

Giacometti’s cast 

 

a road accident a bit of a fracture really and he thought 

something’s happened 

to May that was a cause of celebration almost certainly a wonder 

rather than a simple driver’s blunder 

 



  

the family of critics 

 

loud overdone too much of a type 

never quite convincingly realized 

hateful vindictive nasty to the core 

and silenced always diligently with reason 

yet bad as ever starting with next season 

  

 



  

telegraphic 

 

the great noise roars overhead and is gone 

leaving the blue sea salt-tipped as ever 

that is the great noise and that is the sea 

as in a painting to hang over the mantelpiece 

 



  

landing 

 

the far shore it’s over the mountain and through the isthmus 

where the little foxes stare at you amid scrub 



 

silverado 

 

there where the sea is all sky the sky all sea 

a coruscating volume and a plane 

 



  

uncharted isles 

 

no map in the cabin with compass and pencil 

but the sun at odd angles and the lamp tilting 

  



  

foreground 

 

we know what is in back of this but settle 

for the immediate surroundings 

set up an easel sit and be glorified 

in this the new creation heaven and earth 

 



  

field of vision 

 

not quite our species of folk well queer 

the landsmen have their customs here 

 

 

 


